Abstract-In this letter, the performance bound of the IEEE 802.16d channel is examined analytically in order to gain an insight into its theoretical potential. Different design strategies, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and single-carrier frequency-domain equalization (SC-FDE), time-domain decision feedback equalization (DFE), and sphere decoder (SD) techniques are discussed and compared to the theoretical bound.
I. INTRODUCTION

B
ROADBAND wireless access has attracted considerable attention as a promising approach for the next generation high-quality, high-capacity, and high-density access infrastructure [1] . It is set to become a popular way to meet the escalating business demand for rapid Internet connection and integrated data, voice, and video services. The standardization activities have been performed under the auspices of the IEEE 802. 16 working group, divided between 802.16d, i.e., fixed worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX), and 802.16e, i.e., mobile WiMAX [2] . In this letter, we focus on the former case and conduct a theoretical study of the IEEE 802.16d channel, obtaining a bit error rate (BER) performance bound that serves as a benchmark for comparison between different system implementations. Both orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and single-carrier solutions have been adopted in the IEEE 802.16d standard as possible alternatives for WiMAX systems operating in the 2-11 GHz band [3] . In this letter, we will present the results for both alternatives comparing their performances to the analytical bound derived in the sequel.
Tailored to different terrain conditions, a set of six typical wireless channel models called Stanford University Interim (SUI) channel models was proposed in [4] and [5] , used for simulation, design, development, and testing of technologies suitable for WiMAX applications. All of them contain three taps, having either Rayleigh or Ricean amplitude distributions. For the purpose of this study, we assume an uncoded system with a data rate chosen such that the multipath fading is modeled as a tapped-delay line with adjacent taps equally spaced at the symbol rate. The received signal at a given sampling instant can be written as (1) where the channel coefficients are complex Gaussian distributed and assumed to remain constant during the transmission of one block of data. They, however, vary from block to block. The transmitted symbol at sampling instant is denoted as , and represents the complex additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance , i.e., . Throughout this letter, denotes matrix transpose, matrix conjugate, and expectation operation.
II. PERFORMANCE BOUND
Based on (1), the received signal can be written in vector form, concatenating three sampling instants, as (2) Suppose is the symbol of interest. Assuming perfect knowledge of , and defining as the vector containing the estimate of the interference symbols, the interference cancelled signal vector is given by which can be rewritten as (3) where represents the channel vector and denotes the combined noise and interference cancellation residual vectors.
In order to obtain a performance bound for the above system, we assume perfect cancellation in (3) . In this case, all the cancellation residuals will vanish, i.e.,
. For maximum exploitation of the multipath diversity gain, the decision statistic for the symbol can be derived by applying maximum ratio combining [6] , i.e.
where
, and . The symbol can then be estimated by making a hard decision on using a maximum likelihood (ML) decision rule. For the QPSK signal 1070-9908/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE constellation, the bit error probability can be computed according to [7] as , where is the complementary Gaussian cumulative distribution function. Denoting and , the bit error probability can be written as a function of the random variables and , i.e. (4) Since , the amplitude of the first tap, is Ricean distributed due to the existence of line of sight propagation, the random variable is non-central Chi-square distributed with two degrees of freedom and probability density function (pdf) (5) where , is the 0th-order modified Bessel function of the first kind [8, p. 44] ;
, and , , stand for the mean value and variance of the real and imaginary part of , respectively. The amplitudes of the other two taps, and , are characterized by a Rayleigh distribution. Therefore, the random variables and have a central Chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom and characteristic functions where , , and . As a consequence of the statistical independence of and , the characteristic function of is Taking its inverse Fourier transform, we obtain the pdf of as (6) where
. To obtain the average bit error probability, we must average in (4) over the random variables and , i.e., the average BER can be calculated as (7) where and are defined in (5) and (6), respectively. The expression in (7) can be evaluated numerically, but it can also be derived analytically. Next, we provide a closed-form expression of (7), in order to avoid numerical integration. Using the inequality [9, p. 100] for , we can obtain an approximation to (7), in the form of an upper-bound, as a product of two terms (8) where (9) and (10) The integral in (9) can be solved by using the following equation [10] : (11) where and is the Gamma function. We then apply the above result to (9), denoting , , to obtain
Thus, substituting (12) into (9) yields (13) Meanwhile, the computation of in (10) results in (14) where Combining (8), (13) , and (14), we obtain the final closed-form expression of the BER performance bound of the IEEE 802.16d channel as (15) III. ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS For the purpose of this study, we select the SUI-2 and SUI-3 channels, which correspond to average British suburban conditions. The parameters for each channel model are chosen according to [5] and are summarized in Table I . We use quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation, and the data rate is chosen to be 4 Mbp so that the symbol duration equals the channel tap spacing, which is 0.5 . We compare the theoretical BER performance bounds obtained in Section II to the performance of both frequency-domain and time-domain-based systems, measured through Monte Carlo simulations.
For the frequency-domain case, the following two schemes are considered: orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) as introduced in [14] , and single-carrier frequency-domain equalization (SC-FDE) as in [15] and [16] . In both cases, each frame of data contains 4096 information bits (2048 QPSK symbols), divided into 32 OFDM blocks. The number of subcarriers is set to 64, and eight samples are used for the cyclic prefix. A minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detector is used for symbol estimation at the receiver [15] . For the time-domain case, two schemes are also considered. Firstly, we use decision-feedback equalization (DFE) as presented in [8] . The equalizer has five feedforward symbol-spaced taps and three feedback symbol-spaced taps. The block size is set to 10 000 bits, corresponding to 5000 QPSK symbols. The first 200 symbols of each transmitted block are used as pilot symbols to train the equalizer coefficients, using the recursive least-squares (RLS) method presented in [11] . Secondly, we use the sphere decoder (SD) as applied to frequency-selective channels in [12] . The SD performs a depth-first metric-constrained tree search on a triangular decomposition of the channel matrix [13] . In contrast to [12] , the SD simulated here makes use of the Schnorr-Euchner enumeration [13] , further reducing the complexity of the original SD. The initial radius in the SD is set to and reduced every time the tree search obtains a full-length path satisfying the metric constraint. Due to the joint detection performed in this case, the block size is set to 20 QPSK symbols, which does not change the achievable performance of the SD.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the BER performance of the different schemes compared to the analytical BER performance bounds in the SUI-2 and SUI-3 channels, respectively, as a function of , which denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit when the average symbol energy is set to unity. The approximate bound is given by (15) ; the exact bound is derived by numerical evaluation of (7). It can be observed that, in both cases, the approximate bound is a tight bound, differing from the exact bound by a maximum of 0.4-0.5 dB for both channels. By comparison, the SUI-3 channel has a lower bound than the SUI-2 channel. This follows from the fact that the SUI-2 channel has a more dominant line-of-sight component as shown in Table I , and the non-line-of-sight taps are much weaker than the ones in the SUI-3 channel, leading to less multipath diversity.
As expected, the performance of SC-FDE is better than that of OFDM. In order to exploit diversity in an OFDM system, channel coding has to be applied. It was shown in [17] that OFDM outperforms SC-DFE in coded WiMAX systems. It can also be seen that OFDM yields comparable and inferior performance to DFE in the SUI-2 and the SUI-3 channels, respectively. Since OFDM transforms a frequency-selective fading channel into a flat fading channel, the multipath signals become nonresolvable, forgoing the opportunity to make use of the effective multipath diversity gain, especially in the SUI-3 channel. On the contrary, DFE exploits the temporal diversity obtained from multipath propagation. However, compared to OFDM, the gain obtained by DFE is much smaller in the SUI-2 channel due to the reduced multipath diversity.
In both channels, SC-FDE performs better than DFE and OFDM, although it is still far above the performance bounds (2-4 dB away from the exact and approximate bounds at BERs between and ). Finally, it can be observed that the SD outperforms all the other schemes and approaches the BER performance bounds obtained in this letter, achieving the same diversity gain with a gap of 0.2-0.4 dB and less than 1 dB from the approximate bound and the exact bound, respectively. This is due to the joint detection that is performed over the entire block, resulting in a near-ML performance. However, the main disadvantage of the SD is its potentially high complexity compared to the other schemes. Although it is lower than that of the MLD, and lower than that of the Viterbi algorithm at high SNR [12] , it is still exponential for large block sizes and high constellation orders [19] , which explains why the BER performance has been obtained for a relatively small block size compared to the other receivers under study. The complexity of the SD can be reduced by performing the tree search in different stages as presented for multiple-antenna systems in [20] . This solution would cause a small performance degradation with no apparent diversity loss. Furthermore, in order for the SD to be considered for practical systems in frequency-selective environments, the problem of its variable complexity would also need to be addressed [19] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we have derived an analytical bound, in closed-form, on the BER performance of the IEEE 802.16d channel. Different transceiver schemes such as time-domain DFE and SD, and frequency-domain OFDM and SC-FDE, have been discussed with their performance compared to the theoretical bound. Our study reveals that the performance bound cannot be approached by conventional techniques, such as DFE, OFDM, or SC-FDE. The solution in the current standard is to employ channel coding in conjunction with these techniques. However, the performance improvement comes at the expense of a reduced transmission rate and spectrum efficiency together with an increased receiver complexity. Results from this work also show that the ML solution obtained by the SD approaches the performance bound with no diversity loss, enabling an uncoded system to achieve an improved performance without having to resort to channel coding, sacrificing the data rate.
